My War Memories, 1914-1918
efficient officers was particularly felt, Liman Pasha, relying on his authority, endeavoured again and again to make his divisions into an efficient fighting instrument. He did all that could be done. When Turkish troops left his hands to come under German leadership, in Galicia or against Rumania for example, they behaved quite passably, and sometimes well, but where they were under a Turkish Command they soon forgot what German thoroughness had taught them.
Besides money, Turkey received from us officers and technical units, as well as war material, though the amount of this was regulated by the very limited number of trains to Constantinople which were at our disposal, Liman Pasha's divisions could not be equipped here. The further transport of war material for the troops in Palestine and Mesopotamia or the Caucasus front was also so limited, that these were only very poorly equipped. This reduced still further their fighting power, which was low enough already on account of their small numbers. We tried to increase the capacity of the Turkish railways by supplying material and technical personnel.
The Turkish Government preserved its attitude of hostility towards the other races.
In spite of my entreaties, Turkey made no serious attempt to break with her old policy towards the Arabs. In any case, perhaps it would have been too late. English gold did the rest. The Arabs turned more and more against the Turks. It was a miracle that Turkey was able to hold the Hedjaz railway and Medina almost to the end of the war.
At the beginning of September, Enver, too, came to Pless He was a very gifted man and made an unusual impression on us. He was a true friend of Germany and there was a bond If warm sympathy between us. He had a real military instinct me the art of war, but he lacked both the knowledge of first principlB and professional qualifications. Nor had he received a thorough training. His great military ability had no chance to develop. His sending Turkish troops to Galicia and against the Rumanians proved his' sound military judgment. On the other hand, he was always clamouring for war material on a scale that could not
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